Week 20: Sunday, 14 May to Saturday, 20 May, 2017

Program Guide
Week 20
Sunday May 14th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

Eurovision Song Contest 2017 Final - The winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2017
will be crowned. The Grand Final sees 10 acts from each Semi Final come together with
host country Ukraine and the 'Big Five' - Spain, France, Italy, Germany and the UK to
battle for the title of Eurovision Song Contest winner. SBS's new Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey will be ready on the ground from the International Exhibition
Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine, to bring Australians every angle of the Grand Final action. (From
the Ukraine, in English) (Entertainment) CC **Live**

8:35 am

Weatherwatch - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the latest
weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

Sunday May 14th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
4:30 am

Eurovision Song Contest 2017 Final - The winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2017
will be crowned. The Grand Final sees 10 acts from each Semi Final come together with
host country Ukraine and the 'Big Five' - Spain, France, Italy, Germany and the UK to
battle for the title of Eurovision Song Contest winner. SBS's new Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey will be ready on the ground from the International Exhibition
Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine, to bring Australians every angle of the Grand Final action. (From
the Ukraine, in English) (Entertainment) **Live**

8:05 am

Weatherwatch And Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality music.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
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Sunday May 14th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
3:00 am

Eurovision Song Contest 2017 Final - The winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2017
will be crowned. The Grand Final sees 10 acts from each Semi Final come together with
host country Ukraine and the 'Big Five' - Spain, France, Italy, Germany and the UK to
battle for the title of Eurovision Song Contest winner. SBS's new Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey will be ready on the ground from the International Exhibition
Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine, to bring Australians every angle of the Grand Final action. (From
the Ukraine, in English) (Entertainment) **Live**

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.
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Sunday May 14th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Live Premier League - Coverage of the Premier League 2016-17, hosted by Lucy Zelic
and Craig Foster. Teams TBC. (Sport) (Football/Soccer) **Replay**

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

3:00 pm

The Bowls Show - The Bowls Show program features a mix of highlights of the sport's
biggest events, including the Australian Premier League, Australian Open, and Australian
Indoor Championships, and segments on coaching, clubs, social bowls, and high
performance aspects with integration of Australian Jackaroos talent in each episode.
(From Australia) (Sport) CC

4:00 pm

FIFA World Cup 2018 Magazine - This magazine program reports on Russia's
preparations for the 2018 FIFA World Cup, including details of venues and regions, along
with a look at football in Russia in general. (Football) CC

4:30 pm

Cycling: Incycle - All the latest cycling news and highlights from across the world. Hosted
by Michael Tomalaris. (Cycling) CC

5:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - This episode explores how some small men's fashion retailers
are staying afloat in tough and competitive conditions, and goes back to school with social
enterprise One Education, who are providing laptops to school kids. Visit the family taking
on online streaming services and reviving the silver screen with their suburban cinema.
(S.2 Ep.13) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) CC **New Episode**

5:30 pm

Nancy Wake: Gestapo's Most Wanted - The thrilling true story of a New Zealand born
heroine who became the Gestapo’s most wanted woman in World War II. This showcase
docu-drama follows Nancy Wake’s life from becoming a vital link in the French resistance,
to fleeing from Nazi spies, before returning as a highly trained special agent. She fought to
win back her country and for her husband's life? (From the UK & New Zealand) (Drama
Documentary) (Rpt) PG(V) CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Eurovision Song Contest 2017 Final - The winner of the Eurovision Song Contest 2017
will be crowned. The Grand Final sees 10 acts from each Semi Final come together with
host country Ukraine and the 'Big Five' - Spain, France, Italy, Germany and the UK to
battle for the title of Eurovision Song Contest winner. SBS's new Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey will be ready on the ground from the International Exhibition
Centre in Kyiv, Ukraine, to bring Australians every angle of the Grand Final action. (From
the Ukraine, in English) (Entertainment) (Rpt) CC **Encore**
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Sunday May 14th, 2017
11:30 pm

1:30 am

Eurovision Top 40 Songs - It's the world's ultimate, crazy song competition and Australia
has been watching for over 30 years. There are so many highlights in the contest's
history, now it's time to decide the top 40 favourite songs. SBS Eurovision hosts Myf
Warhurst and Joel Creasey present the Top 40 songs from Eurovision's 60-year history
with the countdown entirely voted by those who know best, Australia's Eurovision fans. A
host of Australian musicians, comedians, celebrities and Eurovision fanatics discuss some
of their hilarious insights about featured moments, including Richard Wilkins, Adam Liaw,
Lucy Durack, Johnny Ruffo, Casey Bennetto, Michalas Banas, and featuring special instudio performances by Dami Im, Paul Capsis and Bjorn Again. (An SBS Production)
(Entertainment) (Rpt) CC
MOVIE:
Dumas - The year is 1848 and Alexandre Dumas is at the height of his fame as the
creator of The Three Musketeers and The Count of Monte Cristo. However, the author’s
long-time collaborator, Auguste Maquet, toils in the shadows of his friend's fame. As the
clouds of revolution gather above Paris, the usually peaceful relationship between the
writing partners deteriorates as the hard-working Maquet begins to crave his share of the
spotlight. Directed by Safy Nebbou and stars Gérard Depardieu, Benoît Poelvoorde and
Dominique Blanc. (From France, in French) (Biography) (2010) (Rpt) M (V,S,N)

3:25 am

A Pang For Brasil - The Brasilian crash course continues as Sam travels to Sao Paolo
and Salvador. In Brasil’s largest city Sao Paolo, he spends a day high flying with local
model-turned business mogul millionaire Cozete Gomes, whose preferred mode of
transport is private helicopter. In the party town of Salvador, Sam learns to drum with the
legendary carnival band Olodum and discovers that he was Afro-Brasilian in a past life.
For one last adventure, Sam returns to Rio to audition for a role on a telenovella – the
ultimate test as to whether this Aussie has what it takes to pass as a Brasilian. (Part 2 of
2) (An SBS Production) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:25 am

Food Lovers' Guide To Australia - Maeve O'Meara and Joanna Savill continue to
explore the best food and produce around. In this episode, an Iraqi kitchen in Victoria; the
Rattlesnake Grill in Neutral Bay; Mrs Smith's Pies of Hobart; and a Dutch-Indonesian feast
prepared by the Arona Christian community in Kuranda. (An SBS Production) (Food
Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday May 15th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 1 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 1 is held in nine-time host city
Sacramento. This year's Sacramento leg will include the women's race as well as the
opening stage for the men as they begin their seven-day competition. Heading south of
Sacramento into the California Delta region, the course will be flat and wicked fast. (Sport)
(Cycling) **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Monday May 15th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

5:45 am

France 24 Feature - News feature in English from France 24, Paris.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 1 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 1 is held in nine-time host city
Sacramento. This year's Sacramento leg will include the women's race as well as the
opening stage for the men as they begin their seven-day competition. Heading south of
Sacramento into the California Delta region, the course will be flat and wicked fast. (Sport)
(Cycling) **Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Monday May 15th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 1 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 1 is held in nine-time host city
Sacramento. This year's Sacramento leg will include the women's race as well as the
opening stage for the men as they begin their seven-day competition. Heading south of
Sacramento into the California Delta region, the course will be flat and wicked fast. (Sport)
(Cycling) **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Monday May 15th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Greek - Maeve O'Meara goes inside the kitchen of Alpha restaurant.
Maeve and the chefs' line will reminisce about the week and delve into delicious new
dishes. Chef Natalia makes quail with feta and watermelon salad, apprentice Matthew
makes tasty loukamades, and executive chef Peter cooks up a beautiful lobster and
haloumi tart and his new invention, baklava muffins. (S.1 Ep.30) (Commissioned by SBS)
(Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Food Safari Fire Bitesize - The best bits from the ultimate series about cooking with fire
across the cuisines of the world. (From Australia) (Commissioned by SBS) (Travel Series)
(Rpt) G CC

2:35 pm

Barbra Streisand: Encore - On the heels of her first appearance at The Tonys since
1970, Barbara Streisand's 'Encore: Movie Partners Sing Broadway' album debuted on
August 26th, 2016, through Colombia Records, and features 10 new Streisand duets of
Broadway classics with some of the biggest stars in Hollywood. The inspired new musical
pairings on “ENCORE: Movie Partners Sing Broadway” include Alec Baldwin, Antonio
Banderas, Jamie Foxx, Anne Hathaway, Hugh Jackman, Seth MacFarlane, Melissa
McCarthy, Chris Pine, Daisy Ridley, Patrick Wilson, and a spectacular virtual duet with
Anthony Newley. (From the US) (Arts) (Music) (Rpt) G CC

3:30 pm

In Search Of The Dark: End Of Physics? - Scientists genuinely don't know what most of
our universe is made of. The atoms we're made from only make up four percent. The rest
is dark matter and dark energy. The Large Hadron Collider at CERN has been upgraded,
and scientists are hopeful they will now be able to discover the identity of dark matter in
the debris. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Meet The Monkeys - This documentary follows Wildlife cameraman Colin Stafford
Johnson, as he returns to the Indonesian paradise island of Sulawesi to film the now very
rare crested black macaque, 25 years after he first filmed them. The crested black
macaque is a completely unique monkey, and only exists on Sulawesi, Indonesia. These
intelligent, curious creatures with Mohican hair-dos and intense orange eyes have huge
personalities, but they’re in deep trouble. Many of the local people love eating wild meat,
and macaque is considered a particular delicacy. Illegal hunting has meant that the
monkey population has crashed by almost 90 percent since Colin was last on the island.
In this documentary, Colin finds out what he can do to help and documents his journey.
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC
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Monday May 15th, 2017
5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Apprentice chef Alyssa from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against four passionate home cooks, who all share a love for Indian food. (S.1 Ep.31)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Hair Care Secrets - The global hair care market is big business, with an estimated $34
billion US dollars spent on shampoos and conditioners across the world each year. All the
major cosmetics companies want as large a slice of the hair care pie as possible, so there
are some impressive claims about what is in that little bottle. Physicist Helen Czerski and
a team of experts reveal the science behind the claims and bust the greatest beauty
myths, demystify the world of hair and sort the pseudoscience from the true science in this
world of secret research. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Class. TBC) CC **Premiere**

8:30 pm

Island With Bear Grylls - Bear Grylls returns for a fourth season on SBS. It's a battle of
the ages as two separate groups from two different generations are abandoned on a pair
of remote, uninhabited islands. With ages spanning over five decades, will the energy of
youth beat the wisdom of age? The eldest of the two groups is led by 66-year-old Frank,
who gets off to a good start, managing to light a fire. The other team, under the command
of its youngest member, 18-year-old Frank, get lost in the dense jungle and spend days
trying to purify drinking water while suffering from exhaustion and dehydration. (S.4 Ep.1)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Season**

9:25 pm

24 Hours In Emergency - Heartbreak - Seventy-five-year-old Gerry is rushed to
emergency with a dangerously high heart rate of over 250 bpm. Doctors aren’t able to
slow Gerry’s heart rate down with drugs and their only option is to try to return his heart to
a normal rhythm with an electric shock. (S.4 Ep.9) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(A) CC

10:25 pm

SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

The World Game - Join the SBS football team for highlights and previews, plus the best
action, news and exclusive interviews from around the football world. (An SBS Production)
(Football/Soccer) CC

11:30 pm

Versailles - Versailles, France, 1667: Louis XIV is 28 years old, and soon will be
recognised as the greatest of kings. A brilliant political strategist, Louis is haunted by the
trauma of The Fronde, a bitter civil war in which the nobility rebelled against the crown.
Historical and fictional characters feature in this intoxicating world of secrets, betrayals,
love and war. In this episode, Louis XIV transforms his father's hunting lodge into the
palace of Versailles. (S.1 Ep.1) (From France) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(A,V,S) CC
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Monday May 15th, 2017
1:35 am

Witnesses - This thrilling French drama based in the North of France follows female
detective, Sandra Winckler, who is investigating a wave of strange murders that are linked
to a former crime squad legend, Paul Maisonneuve; a man who is now retired but forced
to return to duty. Desecrated graves, dead bodies dug up and left in model homes and
every time, the same ritual: a woman, a man, a teenager, who weren't related but who
form a new family. Amid the bodies, a photo: the one of Paul Maisonneuve, a crime squad
legend in the North of France, now retired but forced to return to duty. Who is digging up
the bodies? Who is leaving them in model homes and why? (S.1,Ep.1) (From France, in
French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(L,A)

2:40 am

Witnesses - Paul Maisonneuve and Sandra Winckler, two chalk-and-cheese cops, are
faced with the show-home case. A victim of attempted homicide, Paul Maisonneuve is a
mysterious man. What secret is he hiding? Who from his past could be guilty party, mostwanted by every police officer in northern France? (S.1,Ep.2) (From France, in French)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) M(L,A)

3:40 am

Witnesses - Sandra Winckler and Paul Maisonneuve have proof: Kaz Gorbier is alive.
Paul's sworn enemy is probably the one digging up the bodies. As they hunt Kaz and his
accomplices, Paul and Sandra discover another set-up: more bodies in a new showhome. (S.1,Ep.3) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(A,V,L)

4:45 am

Luke Nguyen's United Kingdom Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments so far from
Luke Nguyen's culinary and cultural journey through the UK. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Short) (Rpt) G CC

4:55 am

Rachel Khoo's Kitchen Notebook Melbourne Bitesize - Passionate food creator and
writer, Rachel Khoo, uncovers Melbourne and the wider state of Victoria’s culinary
wonders for the world to see. (Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Rpt) G CC
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 2 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 2 sees two neutral circuits in
Modesto, and then heads south to Patterson. Riders will leave the flatlands behind and
start the first of six King of the Mountain climbs up Del Puerto Canyon. Riders will climb
about 9,000 feet during the stage, as well as contest two sprints. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 2 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 2 sees two neutral circuits in
Modesto, and then heads south to Patterson. Riders will leave the flatlands behind and
start the first of six King of the Mountain climbs up Del Puerto Canyon. Riders will climb
about 9,000 feet during the stage, as well as contest two sprints. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 2 - Live coverage of Tour of California 2017,
with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Stage 2 sees two neutral circuits in
Modesto, and then heads south to Patterson. Riders will leave the flatlands behind and
start the first of six King of the Mountain climbs up Del Puerto Canyon. Riders will climb
about 9,000 feet during the stage, as well as contest two sprints. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Apprentice chef Alyssa from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against four passionate home cooks, who all share a love for Indian food. (S.1 Ep.31)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Creative Minds - Get an inside look at the creative process with this premiere series of indepth interviews with the leading figures in the arts world. Kate Grenville, author of 'The
Secret River', discusses her influences and career. (S.1 Ep.3) (From Australia) (Arts) (Rpt)
PG CC

3:20 pm

SBS Flashback - As the melting pot bubbles away, many more Australians are choosing
to marry outside their ethnic background. At no other time are cultural traditions celebrated
with such passion as at a wedding. (An SBS Production) (Rpt) G CC

3:25 pm

Secrets Of The Brain - How Do I Decide? - A journey through the unseen world of
decisions, and how they get made. David ponders the choice between mint versus lemon
frozen yoghurt to explore the competition between viral neural networks that underpins
decisions made in everyday situations. (S.1 Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Wild Brazil - Enduring the Drought - This intimate journey into the heart of Brazil
concludes. A fierce drought ensues, culminating in huge and ferocious fires. The capuchin
monkeys, giant otters, coatis and jaguars are proving their extreme survival skills while
looking for mates and racing to breed to ensure that the next generation are born just as
the good times arrive again. Astonishing footage tells an extraordinary tale of love in a
harsh world. (Part 3 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Station Chef Sundar Singh steps up to represent his
restaurant. Sundar is hoping that his professional training and heritage will give him the
edge. (S.1 Ep.32) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New
Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC
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Tuesday May 16th, 2017
7:30 pm

Great Continental Railway Journeys - Madrid To Gibraltar - Armed with his 1913
railway guide, Michael Portillo returns to his native Spain to discover what the intrepid
tourists of the Belle Epoque experienced on their travels through the fading Spanish
Empire. Hard on their heels in Madrid, he visits the scene of a grim assassination attempt
at the royal wedding of a British princess and a Spanish king. Striking south to historic
Cordoba, Michael dances with an unusual partner and enjoys all the fun of the feria.
Heading further into Andalusia, Michael arrives in Seville, the city he has made his
Spanish home and where, in the city's tobacco factory, he learns about a gypsy girl
named Carmen. (S.2,Ep.1) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

8:30 pm

Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person
stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC

9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline is an award-winning international documentary series with a current
affairs backbone. Every week, Dateline transports you to a different part of the world to
share half-hour stories about family, social injustice, tragedy, redemption and survival.
Dateline journalists scour the world for the special characters to bring you a world of
daring stories. (An SBS Production) CC

10:00 pm

SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

The Legacy - Gronnegaard is abuzz following the leak of the city council’s plan for the
local waterworks. Frederik’s legal skills are in high demand by the locals and Pitu needs
him – but the family demands his full attention. Gro is busy with her work of art, but the
piece is not only about her; it’s about the entire family, which proves difficult for both
Frederik and Solveig. (S.3 Ep.9) (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama Series) (Class. TBC)

11:35 pm

MOVIE:
A Royal Affair - A young queen, who is married to an insane king, falls secretly in love
with her physician - and together they start a revolution that changes a nation forever.
(From Denmark, in Danish) (Movie) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) M(A,V,S) CC

2:05 am

The Tribe - It's A Man's World - To be initiated into manhood, youngest son Magi must
leap naked across a line of cattle. Meanwhile, outspoken young widow Rebo is finding it
difficult to accept the constraints on Hamar women. (Ep.3) (From the UK, in English and
Amharic) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(N,L) CC

3:00 am

The Tribe - The Future - Ayke Muko's fun-loving nephew Berkee faces a difficult choice
between returning to education or herding cattle to provide for his family. And there's
trauma as a bout of malaria hits the family. (From the UK, in English and Amharic)
(Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:55 am

Inside Assad's Syria - For months, the world’s eyes have been fixed on the tens of
thousands of refugees fleeing war-torn Syria for Europe. But what is life like for those left
behind? Correspondent Martin Smith goes Inside Assad’s Syria to report from
government-controlled areas as war rages, with on-the-ground reporting and firsthand
accounts from Syrians caught in the crisis. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) MA(V) CC
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 3 - Live coverage of Stage 3 of the Tour of
California 2017, with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Two-time host city
Pismo Beach returns for the 115-mile stage. Riders enjoy the best California has to offer,
before finishing off in Morro Bay. Riders encounter one King of the Mountain climb, two
sprints and a nasty 500 metre climb to the finish. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 3 - Live coverage of Stage 3 of the Tour of
California 2017, with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Two-time host city
Pismo Beach returns for the 115-mile stage. Riders enjoy the best California has to offer,
before finishing off in Morro Bay. Riders encounter one King of the Mountain climb, two
sprints and a nasty 500 metre climb to the finish. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 3 - Live coverage of Stage 3 of the Tour of
California 2017, with commentary by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Two-time host city
Pismo Beach returns for the 115-mile stage. Riders enjoy the best California has to offer,
before finishing off in Morro Bay. Riders encounter one King of the Mountain climb, two
sprints and a nasty 500 metre climb to the finish. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Station Chef Sundar Singh steps up to represent his
restaurant. Sundar is hoping that his professional training and heritage will give him the
edge. (S.1 Ep.32) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Kylie Kwong: Heart And Soul - Shanghai: Europe In The Far East - Kylie meets an
Australian who has been part of the rapid changes in Shanghai. (S.2,Ep.5) (Australia)
(Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline is an award-winning international documentary series with a current
affairs backbone. Every week, Dateline transports you to a different part of the world to
share half-hour stories about family, social injustice, tragedy, redemption and survival.
Dateline journalists scour the world for the special characters to bring you a world of
daring stories. (An SBS Production) CC

3:30 pm

Insight - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful first-person
stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production) CC

4:30 pm

Wild Thailand - Thailand is a land of incredible beauty with more than fifty protected
national parks accounting for nearly ten percent of the country’s surface, but its stunning
array of wildlife is often forgotten and rarely seen. This two-part documentary special
explores the hidden wildlife secrets from this beautiful and majestical land. This first
episode follows the courtship and mating rituals of the great hornbills, then sees elephants
digging strange holes in search of life giving salt, living in peace with the Asian ox – the
gaur. Observe sambar deers fighting for dominance and pheasant tailed, polyandrous
jacanas mating and giving birth to chicks fighting to escape their shells. And finally, the
long tailed goral white lives in the hostile environment of rocket terrain in the northern
mountains. (From the US) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Sous Chef Kaylene Tan from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against two passionate home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.33) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New
Episode**
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:35 pm

Tony Robinson's Coast To Coast - Tony travels to the Eden Valley where he explores
the remains of a 300 million year old tropical sea. He marvels at the magnificent
engineering feat of the Smardale Gill viaduct, tries his hand at making Cumbria's most
celebrated food and hitches a ride in a classic coach that provides a vital transport link to
rural communities. Tony investigates the 21st century technology driving a traditional dairy
farm and gets a master class in working with border collies. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Fargo - Critically acclaimed television series, Fargo, returns to Australian screens with the
third instalment. Set in 2010, the third season centres on 'Emmit' (Ewan McGregor) and
his slightly younger brother 'Ray Stussy' (also played by McGregor). Emmit, the Parking
Lot King of Minnesota, sees himself an American success story, whereas Ray is more of a
cautionary tale. Forever living in his more successful brother's shadow, Ray is a balding
and pot-bellied parole officer with a huge chip on his shoulder about the hand he's been
dealt - and he blames his brother. Their sibling rivalry follows a twisted path that begins
with petty theft but soon leads to murder, mobsters and cut-throat competitive bridge. (S.1
Eps.1 & 2) (From Canada, in English) (Drama Series) (Thriller) (Class. TBC) CC
**New Season Premiere**

10:25 pm

The Young Pope - Pius XIII indulges in a few hours of freedom outside of the Vatican
walls in the company of his childhood friend Dussolier, as he prepares to summon the
cardinals to give them a message destined to revolutionise their concept of faith. (S.1
Ep.5) (From Italy, in English & Italian) M(S,A) CC **New Episode**

11:30 pm

SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

12:00 am

1:50 am

MOVIE:
They Have Escaped - A boy and girl meet at a custody center for problematic youth. The
boy has come to serve his obligatory civil service. The girl is one of the youths in custody,
and she is constantly in trouble, a fire inside her, a lust for life that can't be quashed or
controlled. The boy becomes infatuated with her. He is a quiet one - a stutterer. But there
is a fire inside him as well. Rules, laws, punishment - the shackles of a hostile,
uncompromising environment around them - can be broken. They steal a car and flee
together. Thus begins a journey on an endless road with infinite escapes. (From Finland,
in Finnish) (Movie) (Drama) (2014) MA(N,D,V)
MOVIE:
Sarah's Key - In modern-day Paris, a journalist finds her life becoming entwined with a
young girl whose family was torn apart during the notorious Vel' d'Hiv roundup in 1942,
where 10,000 Jews were kept in a winter velodrome before being sent off to the
concentration camps. Winner of the Audience Award at the 2010 Tokyo International Film
Festival. Directed Gilles Paquet-Brenner and stars Kristin Scott Thomas, Mélusine
Mayance and Niels Arestrup. (From France, in French and English) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt)
M(A) CC
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Wednesday May 17th, 2017
3:55 am

The Story Of China - Ancestors - Starting in Wuxi, Michael joins the Qin family reunion
where 300 relatives gather to worship their ancestors on ‘Tomb Sweeping Day’. He
journeys to the plain of the Yellow River, joins a million pilgrims at the shrine of ancient
Goddess Nuwa who made the first people from the yellow mud of the Yellow River; travels
back in time to learn of the origins of the Chinese state and China's first writing on oracle
bones, before returning to the temple fair for a ceremony to give thanks to the ancestors.
(S.1 Ep.1) (From the UK, in English & Mandarin) (Rpt) PG(V) CC

Program Guide SBS – Week 20

Thursday May 18th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 4 - Live coverage of Stage 4, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Winding through Montecito and Carpinteria, the riders
will be getting their legs ready for two short but steep King of the Mountain climbs as they
approach Lake Casitas. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 4 - Live coverage of Stage 4, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Winding through Montecito and Carpinteria, the riders
will be getting their legs ready for two short but steep King of the Mountain climbs as they
approach Lake Casitas. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 4 - Live coverage of Stage 4, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen. Winding through Montecito and Carpinteria, the riders
will be getting their legs ready for two short but steep King of the Mountain climbs as they
approach Lake Casitas. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Sous Chef Kaylene Tan from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against two passionate home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.33) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

2:30 pm

Kylie Kwong: Heart And Soul - Hong Kong Island Hideaway - Kylie escapes to an
island hideaway to taste delicious fresh seafood cooked to order. (Australia) (Food Series)
(Rpt) G CC

3:00 pm

Classic Floyd: Floyd Around The Med - Spain II - This week sees Keith Floyd behind
bars! The body builders of Muscles Beach are treated to a killer cocktail and the poseurs
come under the spotlight. He meets one of the very successful matadors, Miguel
Rodriguez Miguelin and visits Ronda. Keith prepares gaspaccio and really does feel the
heat of the kitchen in Marbella when he prepares lobsters in chocolate sauce and bream
in orange hollandaise sauce. (S.1,Ep.6) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
CC

3:25 pm

The Ark Of The Covenant - The most famous lost treasure of them all is a wooden box,
covered in gold, topped with two winged figures. According to the Bible, the Ark of the
Covenant was made at God’s command, some three thousand years ago, by the
Israelites, as they wandered through the desert. It was to hold the stone tablets on which
the ten commandments were written, and it was also to mark the Israelites’ special status
as God’s chosen people; and his promise - to them - his covenant - that they would have a
land of their own. This documentary sets out to discover the truth behind this story,
whether the ark really exists at all, and if so, its whereabouts. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Archaelogy) (Rpt) PG CC

4:20 pm

Britain's Ultimate Pilots: Inside The RAF - Chinook - The airshows come thick and fast
for the RAF's display teams. The Red Arrows mark the end of an era, flying with the
mighty Vulcan Bomber while the Chinook Helicopter are also in the skies. They submit
themselves to gruelling underwater training before they can display at Blackpool. But will
high winds ruin their plans? (S.1 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - The best home cook has made it to the end of the line. They
take on Executive Chef Adam D'Sylva from Indian restaurant, Tonka. Can the passion of a
home cook beat a professional chef? (S.1 Ep.34) (Commissioned by SBS) (Class. TBC)
CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

Great British Railway Journeys - Chapeltown To Doncaster - From Chapeltown
Michael Portillo heads to Wharncliffe Crags, where he plucks up courage to follow in the
terrifying footholds of the Victorian daredevil who made rock climbing a sport. The relative
calm of academia beckons at Sheffield University but, face to face with a hagfish,
Michael’s visit to the Alfred Denny Collection proves an eye-opener. At Conisbrough,
Michael learns how Victorians flocked to visit the castle which inspired Sir Walter Scott's
immensely popular novel, Ivanhoe. This leg of his journey following what was once known
as the North Country Continental service finishes in the engineering centre of Doncaster,
where Bradshaw's leads him to investigate an enlightened Victorian’s school for deaf
children. (S.8 Ep.8) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC
**New Episode**

8:05 pm

Luke Nguyen's Greater Mekong - In the final episode, Luke hits the bustling town of
Chiang Mai. Here he cooks some classic Thai dishes, such as green papaya salad, at the
night market, then takes time out to offer his warm jack fruit salad as alms to novice
monks. Luke learns about the history of Chiang Mai and is taught by a local chef about the
true diversity of Thai cuisine across the country’s regions. (Commissioned by SBS, in
English and Thai) (Food Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

8:35 pm

Italy Unpacked - The Merchants Of Venice - The last leg of Andrew and Giorgio's
journey is the Veneto, a true melting pot thanks to its geographical position in northeastern Italy. Andrew and Giorgio don't stop in the region's most famous city, Venice.
Instead, they follow in the footsteps of the Venetian merchants through their great inland
empire. They begin their journey harvesting clams which Giorgio cooks as spaghetti alle
vongole in the middle of the Venetian lagoon. (S.3 Ep.3) (From the UK) (Food Series)
(Class. TBC) CC **Final Episode**

9:40 pm

Medici: Masters Of Florence - Temptation - While the Medici are in exile in Venice, the
situation deteriorates day by day in Florence, with Albizzi imposing his rule over a city
gravely depleted by the absence of the Medici. Contessina remains alone in the city,
where she is at risk, but Cosimo is too busy to defend himself from Venetian plots or to
find a way to safeguard his wife’s fate. Meanwhile, Contessina encounters Ezio Contarini,
a childhood sweetheart she has never forgotten. (S.1 Ep.5) (From Italy, in English)
(Drama Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Episode**

10:45 pm

SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:15 pm

Masters Of Sex - Coats Or Keys - Johnson (Lizzy Caplan) accepts Nancy (Betty Gilpin)
and Art’s invitation to a party at their home, unaware of the sexual surprises in store.
Libby’s (Caitlin Fitzgerald) sexual demands create an opportunity to reconcile with
Masters (Michael Sheen). (S.4 Ep.4) (From the US) (Drama Series) MA(S) CC
**New Episode**
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
12:20 am

MOVIE:
Sandcastle - About to begin his mandatory enlistment in the Singaporean army, 18-yearold En is on the cusp of a personal transformation. His first romance, the death of his
grandfather and his mother's love affair with an officer all take their toll on the teen.
However, it’s his new-found knowledge of his late father’s student activism that has the
greatest influence on him. Directed by Boo Junfeng and stars Joshua Tan, Bobbi Chen
and Elena Chia. (From Singapore, in Mandarin and English) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (S,L)
CC

2:05 am

The Seventies - Terrorism At Home & Abroad - Terrorism as we know it was essentially
born in the 1970s. From the abduction and murder of eleven Israeli athletes at the 1972
Munich Olympics to the murder of Lord Louis Mountbatten, a member of the British royal
family, in 1979, the 1970s witnessed a horrific parade of kidnappings, hijackings and
bombings. The Baader Meinhoff Group, the Red Army Brigade, Black September, the
IRA, the SLA, the Weather Underground, Carlos 'the Jackal', and others dominated the
headlines throughout the decade. Occasionally there was good news – Israel’s successful
rescue of hostages at Entebbe, the safe return of Patty Hearst – but more often these
incidents resulted in the loss of innocent life. We’ll examine the terrorists, their supposed
causes and their victims in this episode. (S .1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(A) CC

2:55 am

Worst Place To Be A Pilot - Deep in the mountainous heartland of Papua, solo Captain
Matt Dearden finds the strip enveloped in mist making it incredibly tricky to pick a route
through the valley. On landing he has to deal with an argument on the runway between
local tribes people. Captain Danie Malan is put to the test as he tries to graduate to the
trickiest mountain strips in Indonesia. While Captain Robin Rudderham is also looking to
make the move up and experiences the threats that come with flying the busiest route in
Papua - the super highway. With planes flying dangerously close to one another and often
no radar to warn them of their position pilots here have to remain on red alert for the threat
of a mid-air collision. (Part 4 of 4) (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

3:50 am

Restaurant Man - Salt Bar - Is basing a restaurant on one's favorite holiday destination a
sound business decision? 50-year-old Debbie thinks so. She loves Sweden and its food
and thinks everyone else in Macclesfield will as well. So she has sunk her retirement nest
egg into a property and hired a chef off the Internet. But will the locals prefer chips and
curry to meatballs and rollmops? Russell is forced to give Debbie a reality check. He's
adamant that she needs to stop treating her restaurant like a hobby and start thinking like
a professional. And that means facing some harsh financial facts. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the
UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC
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Friday May 19th, 2017
EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 5 - Live coverage of Stage 5, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen as riders race through Ontario to Mt Baldy. The winner
could be decided on the final 15 switchbacks to the finish atop Mt Baldy. (Sport) (Cycling)
**Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Friday May 19th, 2017
SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 5 - Live coverage of Stage 5, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen as riders race through Ontario to Mt Baldy. The winner
could be decided on the final 15 switchbacks to the finish atop Mt Baldy. (Sport) (Cycling)
**Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 5 - Live coverage of Stage 5, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen as riders race through Ontario to Mt Baldy. The winner
could be decided on the final 15 switchbacks to the finish atop Mt Baldy. (Sport) (Cycling)
**Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday May 18th, 2017
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - The best home cook has made it to the end of the line. They
take on Executive Chef Adam D'Sylva from Indian restaurant, Tonka. Can the passion of a
home cook beat a professional chef? (S.1 Ep.34) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) (Class.
TBC) CC

2:30 pm

The Point Review - Host Karla Grant takes a look back at the stories and issues that
made news throughout the week.(An NITV Production) (Current Affairs) CC

3:00 pm

The Marngrook Footy Show - AFL tips and tales from your favourite players - past and
present. Join Grant Hansen, Gilbert McAdam and an all-star guest list for an Indigenous
view of this season's AFL. (An NITV Production) (Sport) CC

4:30 pm

Heston's Great British Food - Puddings - Heston takes on the classic British pudding,
making one that looks like a hot dog, another involving a cow's udder, a Victorian sponge,
and some custard with nice lumps for a change, which he serves it to a specially invited
group of teachers and dinner ladies. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:25 pm

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize - Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while having
the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters and Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Inside the kitchen of Indian restaurant Tonka, Maeve O'Meara
and the chefs' line will reminisce about the week and delve into delicious new dishes.
Apprentice Alyssa and Maeve get a lesson on how to shape Naan bread from station chef
Sundar. Sous chef Kaylene cooks carrot halwa and executive chef Adam makes Tonka's
most popular dish, the lamb curry. (S.1 Ep.35) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series)
(Class. TBC) CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC
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7:30 pm

8:35 pm

10:40 pm

11:10 pm

Great British Railway Journeys - Michael Portillo wraps his head around an ingenious
Victorian machine, which changed shopping forever. In Lincoln, he discovers the verse
and popularity of 19th century Poet Laureate, Alfred, Lord Tennyson and finds poetry
thrives today in a city pub. In Leiston, Michael uncovers an intriguing industrial pioneer:
the world's first purpose-built assembly line. In Harwich, he discovers how the port
became a gateway to the continent and was then superseded by a new deep-water port.
(S.8 Eps.9 & 10) (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Double
Episode**
MOVIE:
Purple Rain - In his movie debut, Prince stars as 'the Kid', a Minneapolis musician on the
rise with his band, the Revolution, escaping a tumultuous home life through music. While
trying to avoid the same mistakes as his truculent father (Clarence Williams III), the Kid
navigates the club scene and a rocky relationship with a captivating singer, Apollonia
(Apollonia Kotero). But another musician, Morris (Morris Day) looks to steal the Kid's
spotlight - and his girl. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1984) (Class. TBC) CC
**Premiere** **Music in the Movies**
SBS World News Late Edition - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national
and international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
MOVIE:
3 - Tom Tykwer directs this sophisticated comedy about adultery and sexual
experimentation. Hanna and Simon are a couple who have lived together in Berlin happily
for 20 years. However, their world is shaken up when they both separately meet a
handsome scientist named Adam and begin to pursue him, each eventually falling in love
with him unbeknownst to the other. This fascinating German film turns the love triangle
cliché on its head. Stars Sophie Rois, Sebastian Schipper and Devid Striesow. (From
Germany, in German) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) MA(S) CC

1:15 am

37 Days - War in Europe is becoming a real possibility. Under pressure from the Cabinet,
the British foreign secretary unravels a tangled web of intrigue between Austria, Germany,
Russia and France, while the German military command conspires to force the Kaiser's
hand. Now it’s a question of who will gain the upper hand. (From the UK) (Drama Series)
(Part 2 of 3) (Rpt) PG CC

2:20 am

37 Days - Learning that Sir Edward Grey had advised Germany of French neutrality
without the knowledge of France, George V informs Kaiser Wilhelm that there has been a
'misunderstanding', a statement that fuels the German belief in British duplicity. Hatred of
socialism also makes war seem attractive and the parliament votes for war credits. In
England at another contentious cabinet meeting, Grey and Asquith point out Britain's duty
to support France in the likelihood of invasion. (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Final) (Rpt)
M(A) CC

3:25 am

Hard - Soph'x has been shut and Sophie's house seized. While Sophie is serving little
prison time before giving birth, Roy has found a new normal environment for his family
and friends: a run-down restaurant with a two-bedroom upstairs. Sophie’s water breaks
while the First Female President is visiting her jail. (S.3 Ep.1) (From France, in French)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)
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3:55 am

Hard - Violette wants to follow her newfound love, Estéban, and his circus family. Sophie
promptly forbids it, while she herself feels trapped in a restaurant with no customers, her
new-born baby her only company. She expresses her feelings to Pierre, who suggests
throwing a party; but it's not a real party without sex. (S.3 Ep.2) (From France, in French)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)

4:30 am

Hard - Sophie is visiting swingers' clubs with Roy's experienced friends, toying with the
idea of opening her own. Roy hires a new chef and announces that he wants to take up
stand-up comedy, not as Roy Lapoutre but as Jean-Marc Danel. They have never been
further apart. (S.3 Ep.3) (From France, in French) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(S)
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EASTERN STATES (QLD, NSW, ACT, VIC, TAS)
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and
European news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

7:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 6 - Live coverage of Stage 6, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen, as riders make their way through Big Bear Lake. This
stage features the fan-favourite Individual Time Trial stage, where racers ride against the
clock for the best time of the day. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA & NORTHERN TERRITORY
5:00 am

CGTN English News - The English language news channel from China Global Television
Network (CGTN) in Beijing. Formerly known as CCTV English News.

5:30 am

NHK World English News - News from Japan's Broadcasting Corporation, NHK,
delivering the latest in business, technology, health, environmental and world news, in
English.

6:00 am

France 24 English News - International news and current affairs television from Paris,
offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

6:30 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 6 - Live coverage of Stage 6, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen, as riders make their way through Big Bear Lake. This
stage features the fan-favourite Individual Time Trial stage, where racers ride against the
clock for the best time of the day. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

8:30 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
5:00 am

LIVE Cycling: Tour Of California Stage 6 - Live coverage of Stage 6, with commentary
by Phil Liggett and Paul Sherwen, as riders make their way through Big Bear Lake. This
stage features the fan-favourite Individual Time Trial stage, where racers ride against the
clock for the best time of the day. (Sport) (Cycling) **Live**

7:00 am

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in English.

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Judy Woodruff for
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States.

2:00 pm

Small Business Secrets - This episode explores how some small men's fashion retailers
are staying afloat in tough and competitive conditions, and goes back to school with social
enterprise One Education, who are providing laptops to school kids. Visit the family taking
on online streaming services and reviving the silver screen with their suburban cinema.
(S.2 Ep.13) (Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) CC

2:30 pm

Death: A Series About Life - Creative Power Of Death - Can creativity help to live with
death? Tonje D. has lost her mother, and hopes that making a film on the subject of death
can help her to deal with this. People and societies have used art and creativity to try to
understand and give meaning to death. The relation between fear and fascination for
death has been exploited by artists, commerce and leaders. This episode takes a closer
look at how an artistic approach to death is used as consolidation and threat, negotiation
and persuasion, as well as entertainment. (S.1,Ep.3) (From Norway, in English &
Norwegian) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG(N,A) CC

3:30 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Apprentice chef Alyssa from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against four passionate home cooks, who all share a love for Indian food. (S.1 Ep.31)
(Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

4:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Station Chef Sundar Singh steps up to represent his
restaurant. Sundar is hoping that his professional training and heritage will give him the
edge. (S.1 Ep.32) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

4:30 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - Sous Chef Kaylene Tan from Indian restaurant Tonka goes up
against two passionate home cooks. Witness the competition, camaraderie and
spectacular skills of these talented cooks and chefs. Who will make it to the end of the
chefs' line? (S.1 Ep.33) (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) (Class. TBC) CC

5:00 pm

The Chefs' Line - Indian - The best home cook has made it to the end of the line. They
take on Executive Chef Adam D'Sylva from Indian restaurant, Tonka. Can the passion of a
home cook beat a professional chef? (S.1 Ep.34) (Commissioned by SBS) (Rpt) (Class.
TBC) CC
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5:30 pm

Walking Through History - Northumbria - Northumbria, the north east corner of
England, is a wild and beautiful county. But back in the seventh century it was also one of
the most powerful kingdoms in the land. It was there that Cuthbert – to become St
Cuthbert, whose shrine is venerated at Durham cathedral – threw off his warrior past to
convert the king and his people to Christianity. Tony walks back to the Dark Ages on the
trail of Cuthbert, from the palace of Melrose to the Holy Island of Lindisfarne. (Part 5 of 6)
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and international
news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Six Wives Of Henry VIII With Lucy Worsley - The story of Henry VIII's six wives is
simultaneously the most and least famous in English history. Historian Lucy Worsley
explores the lives of the six wives by witnessing the world they lived in for herself. Lucy
catapults back five centuries to do what she does best: convey the living, breathing history
of one of the most emotional and dramatic stories from England's past. Young Henry VIII
and his first wife, the Spanish princess Katherine of Aragon, were a passionate couple.
Lucy follows Katherine through her emotional and physical struggles to give Henry the heir
he desperately needs to continue his own dynasty. After five pregnancies, four still births
and one infant death, Katherine finally has a baby who lives - but it's a girl. (Part 1 of 3)
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Class. TBC) CC **New Series Premiere**

8:30 pm

RocKwiz Salutes The Legends - It's ladies' night as RocKwiz Salutes the Legends of
Europe. For the first time on the program, all guests are female. Featuring the music of
ABBA, Shocking blue, Nena, Kraftwerk, The George Baker Selection, Golden Earring, and
more, with exciting performances by Jess Cornelius, Megan Washington, and Phoebe and
Lou from Alpine, RocKwiz pays homage to the best Europe has to offer. (From Australia)

9:30 pm

11:35 pm

MOVIE:
Ex Machina - An award-winning and critically acclaimed intense psychological thriller,
from acclaimed writer and director Alex Garland, Ex Machina is a chilling vision of the nottoo-distant future of artificial intelligence. In the mountain retreat of a gifted internet
billionaire, a young man takes part in a strange experiment: testing an artificial
intelligence, housed in the body of a beautiful robot girl. But the experiment twists into a
dark psychological battle - a love triangle, where loyalties are torn between man and
machine. (From the US) (Movie) (Science Fiction) (2015) (Class. TBC) CC **Premiere**
**Thrillers Season**
MOVIE:
Robogeisha - Two beautiful sisters become mechanised killing machines in this offbeat
Japanese horror-comedy. Shy Yoshie plays second-fiddle to her big sister Kikue, a
popular hostess at the local geisha house. Both women fall under the sway of Hikaru
Kageno, heir to a valuable steel company, who has developed an insane but ingenious
secret plan to turn geishas into high-tech robotic assassins in a bid to destroy Japan.
Directed by Noboru Iguchi and stars Aya Kiguchi, Hitomi Hasebe and Saitoh Takumi.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Cult) (2009) (Rpt) MA(V)
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1:25 am

3:10 am

MOVIE:
The Horde - Four cops out to avenge the murder of an associate attack an abandoned
complex which serves as a hide-out for the suspected killers. But the operation quickly
spirals out of control as a zombie outbreak threatens both the cops and the criminals, and
both factions must stick together if they are to survive. Winner of the Sci-Fi Jury Award at
the 2010 Gérardmer Film Festival. Directed by Yannick Dahan and Benjamin Rocher, and
stars Claude Perron, Jean-Pierre Martins and Eriq Ebouaney. (From France, in French)
(Horror) (2009) (Rpt) MAV (H,L,V)
The Class Of '92 - Details the rise to prominence and global sporting superstardom of six
supremely talented young Manchester United footballers, including David Beckham, Nicky
Butt, Ryan Giggs, Paul Scholes, Phil and Gary Neville. Covering the period from 1992 to
1999, this documentary culminates in Manchester United’s European Cup triumph, and
dramatically interweaves and mirror the highs and lows of its football odyssey with the
immense social and cultural changes taking place in Britain at the time. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC

